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Pearson’s trace theorem is carried over to the case of unbounded identification 
operator and the extended version is used to prove a generalization of Ismgilove 
multichannel scattering theorem. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given self-adjoint (not necessarily bounded) linear operators H, 
and H, in a separable Hilbert spaces .Y& and SJ$, respectively, and a 
bounded linear operator J: S$ + Z2, Jg(H, ) c 9(H,); if the closure of 
H, J-JH, is of trace class, then the strong limits Q+(H,, H,; J) = 
s-lim,,, e i’H2Jeeia’1Pa(H,) exist on the entire Hilbert space, P,(H,) being 
the orthogonal projection on the space of absolute continuity of H,. This 
is the trace theorem of Pearson [4] that generalizes a theorem due to 
Belopol’skii and Birman [l] which itself is an extension of Kato- 
Rosenblum scattering theorem [3, Theorem X.4.41. In this note, the 
following unbounded version of Pearson’s theorem is obtained. 
THEOREM 1. Let H, and H, be self-adjoint in separable Hilbert spaces 
q and Zz, respectively. Let J: 9(J) c 8 + Yz be a densely defined closed 
(not necessarily bounded) linear operator such that for each t E R, 
ei’H1P,(H,)9(H,)e9(J) and C= H,J- JH,, C*J and JC*, whose 
closures are trace class operators, are densely defined. Then Q If: (H,, H, ; J)# 
= lim t--r *cc 
eitH2 Jo - ifHI+ exist for all ti~u(H~)= {OER(P,(H~)): 
&E,(a)& e)ld~ELCO(R)}, h w ere E, is the spectral measure of H,. 
Theorem 1 generalizes Pearson’s theorem. In the setup of Pearson’s 
theorem, J is assumed bounded. Given 4~ q, density of ,n(H,) in 
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R( P,(H,)) and boundedness of eirH2Je -““‘P,(H, ) implies that for 
some 8, in p(H,), fn(t) = e ifH2JeCirHlPa(H,) 0, +f(t) = eifH2JepirH1P,(H,)fj 
uniformly over t. This permits the interchange of limits in the following 
arguments based on the conclusion of Theorem 1, 
lim f(t) = lim lim f,(t) 
f--r fn ,-+*a, n-X, 
= lim lim f,(t) 
n-m r--r t-r 
which is the conclusion of Pearson’s theorem. 
Pearson’s theorem was used by Howland and Kato [2] to prove the 
Ismagilove multichannel scattering theorem. Likewise, as an application of 
Theorem 1, we obtain following: 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be self-adjoint operators (nor necessarily boun- 
ded) with the same domain 9 in a separable Hilbert space X”, such that AB, 
ABA, BAB are densely defined trace class operators. If H = A + B, then the 
absolutely continuous part of H is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of the 
absolutely continuous parts of A and B. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let w(t) = eifH2Je-i’H1; for a > 0, F,(X) = jg er’H*Xe-i’HI dt (let 
X: 9(X) c X,4 S1 be linear) and ~+4 E p(H,). Then as in [S, p. 251 one can 
see 
(w(f)* w(s) - efUH’w(t)* w(s) e mioH’)fj 
= iFa(errHIJ*e~i(‘- SJH2Ce mrrffl)# 
- iFU(errHIC*e--i(r -s)H2Je -jsH1)~. 
(1) 
Now for trace class operator T in ;vi”l, we claim 
((4, FU(eiuH~Te-‘“HL)~)J 
where T=ZL dA, 9 #, (@,J b em an orthonormal basis of & ; 1.1, . g 
is the trace norm and ~~~~~~~ = ess.sup Id(E(a)q$ q5)/dcrl). Indeed, 
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) (4, F,(eiuH’Te-i”H1)~)I 
The last inequality follows from [S; Lemma 1, p. 231. Next since w(l) - 
w(s) = i S; eiuH1ce--iuH1 du and C is compact, w(t) - w(s) is compact. So that 
lim (w(t) - w(s)) eKiaH1 = 0 (2) a-cc 
Now, 
<w(M (w(t) - w(s)M) 
= lim [<w(t)& (w(t) - w(s)M) 
a-02 
- (w(t) e-iaH’qz5, (w(t) - w(s)) eCiaH1+)] 
= lim [(d, (w(t)* w(t)-eioH1w(f)* w(t)e-i”H’)$) 
o-m 
- (~5, w(t)* w(s) -eiaH1w(t)* w(s) eCiaH’)cj)] 
= lim [(4, Fo(iei’HiC* Je-itffl _ ieifHIJ*Ce-iQfl)d) 
a-cc 
_ (4, F,(ieirH]C*e-i(‘-“)HzJe-i’H’ _ ieirHIJ*e-i(r~s)HzCe--ifHI)~)]. 
(The first equality follows by (2) and the last one follows by (l).) Hence, 
I <w(tM, (w(t) - w(s)M>l 
< lim [) (4. Fo(eifHIC* Je-jfH1 )q4I + ) (4, Fa(eirH’J*Ce-itH1)q4)( 
a-+cc 
+ IQ, F,(eirHIJ*e-‘(‘-S)Hzce-irH1)~))] 
~~~~~~l~*Jl~~+~~IJ*~l~~+~~l~*JI,~+~~IJ*~I,~~ 111~111 
x/(z, b,l jln,,,,,, l~c4,,~~ixH~~~12d~)-+0 as s, t-,a. 
Therefore, jl(w(t) - w(s)411 + 0 as t, s + 00. Hence lim,, +oo w(t)+ exist. - 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a self-aa’joint operator in a Hilbert space SF”. Then 
Hp( H) is dense in R(P,(H)). 
Prooj Let (b E R(P,(H)). Then (E(G)& $) is absolutely continuous 
and f(g) = d( E(a)& q5)/da exists almost everywhere and nonnegative, 
where E is the spectral measure of H. Let D,= (o:f(a)/la12>n}. 
Then {II,,} is a nonincreasing sequence and n D, = 4. Let h,(a) = 
(1 - x~,(o))/o. Then 4 E g(h,,(H)); indeed, 
j IMo)l' &E(oM 4) = j (I/ b12)(1 - xo,(u)) f(a) da. 
Since (l/b12)(1 -h,(a)).0 ) CJ <n, the last integral exists. Now consider 
dn = h,( H)qS. We claim that 4, E p(H) and Hd,, + q4. Indeed, 
(E(a) 4,, 4,) = (h,(H) E(aM, UfW) 
= i u ((1 -x~,(a’))llo’12)f(~‘) da’. -I 
Hence d(E(a)d,, q+,)/do <n. Thus 4, E p(H). Next, 
IIffhr4112= j ((~U~))2-2h,(~)+ 1) 
(since h,(o)o< 1 and h,(a) -+ l/o, the dominated convergence theorem is 
applied). 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be as in Theorem 2. Then the wave operators 
Q+(H,A)=SZ+(H,A;Z) and S2+(H, B) exist and their ranges are 
orthogonal to each other. 
Proof. Let J= A. Then C= HJ- JA= BA; C*J and J*C are all 
densely defined trace class operators. Hence by Theorem 1, Q + (H, A; A)4 
exists for all 4 E p(A). Since Ap(A) is dense in R( P,(A)), Q + (H, A) exists. 
Similarly on taking J = B, one can see the existence of Q + (H, B). Next, for 
xeR(P,(A)) and yeR(P,(B)), put f = Ax, g= By. Then 
(e itHe -- rrA he 
ItHe-irBg) = ce-irAA ep ““g) = ( BAe-“Ax, e-““y) + 0 
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as t -+ co (since BA is compact). Hence the ranges of Q + (N, A) and 
Q + (H, B) are orthogonal to each other. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For 4 Ed, by Theorem 1, 4A = Q+(A, H; A)4 
exists. So that Q+(H, A)d,=Q+(H, H;A)# (by the general version 
of the chain rule [S,p.35]). Hence Q+(H,A)~,+Q+(H, B)dB= 
Q+(H, H; A + B)qb = O+(H, H; H)qd = HP,(H)4 = P,(H) Hqi Since 
H,u(H) is dense in R(P,(H)), R(P,(H))cQ+(H, A)Z+Q+(H, B)&‘. 
Q+(H, A)Z’+Q+(H, B)ScR(P,(H)) is clear [S, Proposition 1, p. 171. 
Thus R(P,(H)) = 52+(H, A)%+Q+(H, B)Z. Hence by Lemma 2, 
R(P,(H)) = Q+(H, A)%’ @ Q+(H, B)Y?. Now let U, = Q+(H, A): 
W,(A))+R(Q+(H,A)) and U2=Q+(H, B): R(P,(B))+R(Q+(H, 9). 
Then for absolutely continuous vectors x and y in 9 of A and B, respec- 
tively, U, Ax = HUI x and U2 By = HU, y, so that 
= Hub, Y ), where U= UI 0 [ 1 0 u*; 
H,=Hl R(Q+(ff, A)) and H2 = H 1 R(R+(H, B))’ 
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